The microbial proteome database--an automated laboratory catalogue for monitoring protein expression in bacteria.
Laboratories devoted to high-throughput characterisation of purified proteins arrayed via two-dimensional (2-D) gel electrophoresis face an arduous task in maintaining a centralised and constantly evolving record of information relating to the characterisation of proteins and their responses following biological challenges. The Microbial Proteome Database (MPD) has been conceived as an in-house resource for complementing the plethora of genomic databases available for such organisms. The database utilises commercially available software to provide an electronic 'lab book' of information obtained daily from 2-D electrophoresis gels, image analysis packages, protein characterisation methodologies, and biological experimentation. The MPD begins from a single 2-D gel image (a 2-D 'reference map') with clickable spots that link to a 'protein catalogue' (ProtCat) with spot information including protein identity, changes in expression determined under experimental conditions, cellular location, mass, and pI. The entry for each protein then contains further links to gel images corresponding to the presence of the particular protein within different subproteomes (as defined by the pH of narrow- and wide-range immobilised pH gradients or from differential extraction methods used to determine the location of the protein within a functional cell). The database currently contains information from strains of three microbial species (Escherichia coil, Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Staphylococcus aureus) and 32 master gel images. The rapid accessibility of information obtained from microbial proteomes is an essential step towards the integrated analysis of these organisms at the gene, transcript, protein and functional levels and will aid in reducing turnaround times between sample preparation and the discovery of molecules of biological significance.